Among Swampland conditions, the distance conjecture characterizes the geometry of scalar fields and the de Sitter conjecture constrains allowed potentials on it. We point out a connection between the distance conjecture and a refined version of the de Sitter conjecture in any parametrically controlled regime of string theory by using Bousso's covariant entropy bound. The refined version turns out to evade all counter-examples at scalar potential maxima that have been raised. We comment on the relation of our result to the Dine-Seiberg problem.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, motivated by a number of string theoretical constructions with controlled approximations, it was proposed in [1] that the potential for scalar fields in string theory satisfies the universal bound,
for some constant c > 0 of order 1, where M p is the Planck mass. 1 Cosmological implications of this conjecture were studied in [2] . The bound is called the de Sitter conjecture as it excludes (meta-)stable de Sitter vacua in string theory. There have been a number of follow up papers . 2 The main aim of this paper is to connect this conjecture to another better established swampland condition, which is known as the distance conjecture [52] . We will show that, in any weak coupling regime of string theory, 3 a refined version of this conjecture follows from the distance conjecture, combined with Bousso's covariant entropy bound [53] applied to an accelerating universe.
The refined version of the de Sitter conjecture which we propose in this paper is stated as follows:
Refined de Sitter Conjecture. A potential V (φ) for scalar fields in a low energy effective theory of any con- 1 The power of Mp in the conjecture depends on the dimensions.
In this paper, for brevity, we write the formulas for the specific case of 4 dimensions. 2 For alternative perspectives on cosmology and microscopic aspects of de Sitter see [49] , [50] and [51] . 3 In this paper, weak coupling refers to any limit in any direction in the space of low energy scalar fields where a parametrically controlled approximation to a physical observable is possible, while the weak string coupling refers to the specific limit of the dilaton field.
sistent quantum gravity must satisfy either,
for some universal constants c, c ′ > 0 of order 1, where the left-hand side of (3) is the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian ∇ i ∇ j V in an orthonormal frame.
Note that the conjecture is trivial if V is non-positive because (2) is satisfied, or in the limit M p → ∞, where gravity decouples. This refined version still excludes (meta-)stable de Sitter vacua.
In this paper we provide evidence for the refined conjecture only in parametrically controlled regimes of string theory, but it is natural to conjecture that it holds more generally. Possible refinements of the original de Sitter conjecture have been considered in [3, 4, 6] . The refinement above is in essence the same as the proposal of [6] . 4 Note that the refined version is stronger than the complement of the slow roll conditions for the cosmic inflation.
Effective descriptions of string theory are controlled by a multitude of coupling constants, such as the string coupling or the volume of extra dimensions. All such couplings are field-dependent, and in particular, any weak couplings are associated with large distances in field space. The distance conjecture [52] is about a connected component of the moduli space of string vacua, and it states that it is always possible for a scalar field to change its value from its original point with an arbitrarily large amount of geodesic distance and that towers of light states with masses,
descend from the ultraviolet if the change ∆φ is transPlanckian. 5 This conjecture has been tested to significant extent in string theory [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] , and has been generalized to cases with non-trivial potentials V (φ) [56, 57] .
It is reasonable to expect that the number of states in the Hilbert space of the low energy theory increases monotonically when the towers of light particles emerge as predicted by the distance conjecture. On the other hand, to the observable part of an accelerating universe, we can naturally associate an entropy, which is finite and is set by the value of the scalar potential. For a de Sitter vacuum, the Gibbons-Hawking entropy [69] has been interpreted as the logarithm of the number of allowed states in the causal domain. We will use the Bousso bound to extend it to a more general class of accelerated universes. Relating the two notions of entropy will lead us to the refined de Sitter conjecture.
A monotonic behavior of the scalar potential was shown by Dine and Seiberg [70] in the weak string coupling limit. Their argument is that, if the potential is generated, its expected dependence on the string coupling constant implies that the leading correction will always generate a rolling potential with non-zero gradient. Our result generalizes it to any direction in the space of all possible couplings in string theory, not limited to the string coupling constant and whether the corrections arise perturbatively or non-perturbatively.
After the original de Sitter conjecture was proposed [1] , possible counter-examples have been suggested [10, 17, 23, 26, 45] . We will show that the refined conjecture evades them all. We also note that it is compatible with the observation that tachyons are ubiquitous in classical dS and quintessence solutions [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . Our derivation of the refined conjecture in controllable regimes of string theory suggests that, to establish the conjecture more generally or to find any counter-examples, one must consider the regime where coupling constants are not parametrically small, requiring more advances in string theory techniques. 5 Note that the light states do not necessarily have to be particles but can be extended objects. In this paper, we do not refer to this distinction explicitly.
DISTANCE CONJECTURE
The distance conjecture [52] states the following: Consider the moduli space of string vacua parameterized by scalar fields φ i where V φ i = 0, with the metric given by their kinetic terms. If we start from any point in the moduli space and go to a different point at a large geodesic distance away ∆φ ≫ 1, towers of particles with masses m ∼ e −a∆φ descend from the ultraviolet with some O(1) constant a > 0. The conjecture has been extensively tested in string theory, and there are results establishing its validity in general settings [54, 64, 67, 68] . The critical value of ∆φ at the onset of the exponential behaviour has been studied and quantified in [56, 57, 59, 62, 63, 66, 82] . Here and in the following, we work in Planck units, where M p = 1.
The distance conjecture was motivated by the idea that, as we go over infinite distances in moduli space, the original effective theory breaks down and a dual weakly coupled description takes over, where the basic light degrees of freedom are dictated by the towers. The ideas of how various aspects of physics emerge from such a dual description have also been studied in [64, 65, 83, 84] and related to the weak gravity conjecture [85] . In the following, we will assume this interpretation of the distance conjecture in terms of a duality.
A generalization to the case with a non-trivial potential V φ i has been conjectured [56, 57] . It has also been tested in string theory, in particular with axions, which have offered the strongest challenges to it so far. Naively, the axionic shift symmetry prevents an axiondependent field space metric. However, backreaction on the saxion partner can lead to the same asymptotic behavior, see [86] for a review. To generalize the distance conjecture, consider a region in the space of scalar fields where 0 ≤ V φ i < O(1). To have parametrically controlled weak coupling points, the region must have an infinite diameter, i.e., one should be able to go infinite distance away from a given point. A natural extension of the distance conjecture would be that, for sufficiently far distances, we have towers of light particles whose masses go as m ∼ e −a∆φ , just as in the moduli space case.
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When V (φ) = 0, we have evidences for the dual descriptions with light states. In this note, we assume that such descriptions also apply when V (φ) = 0. For example, in N = 2 supergravity, the only way to induce a potential is by gauging isometries in field space and the potential is tied to the gauge couplings of the gauge fields. These have been shown to be recovered from tower of light particles [64] .
HORIZON AND BOUSSO BOUND
The Gibbons-Hawking entropy S GH [69] of a de Sitter space is proportional to the area of its event horizon,
where R is the curvature radius and Λ is the cosmological constant, neglecting numerical factors of O(1). This quantity has been interpreted in term of the dimension of the Hilbert space H in an observer's causal domain [87, 88] ,
In the limit of Λ → 0, the dimension becomes infinite as expected for the Minkowski space. Suppose there is a positive potential V (φ) with nontrivial dependence on φ. If V has a local minimum and the resulting meta-stable de Sitter space is long lived, its entropy is meaningful. Even if the potential has nonzero gradient, as far as |∇V |/V is less than √ 2, we have a universe with accelerated expansion with an apparent horizon at R = 1/ √ V . Since the apparent horizon is always inside of a cosmic event horizon if the latter exists, lightsheets emanating from it will close at caustics, enabling us to use the Bousso bound [53] for the entropy in the portion of the Cauchy surface enclosed by the apparent horizon.
This semi-classical picture is valid provided quantum fluctuations of φ are negligible. If the Hessian ∇ i ∇ j V has a negative eigenvalue below −c ′ /R 2 , with c ′ of O(1), zero-point fluctuations at the horizon crossing becomes tachyonic and the semi-classical picture breaks down.
We conclude that, if V is positive and satisfies,
there is an accelerating universe, and the entropy inside of its apparent horizon is bounded by R 2 . Note that, though the second inequality is required for the stability of zero point fluctuations at the horizon crossing, it also ensures that the first inequality holds within one Hubble time.
ENTROPY AND TOWERS OF PARTICLES
In a weak coupling regime, the distance conjecture claims that the number of effective degrees of freedom increases by having towers of light particles with exponentially small masses. This should increase the entropy and influence how the potential behaves in any weak coupling limit. To quantify this, let us parametrize the number of particle species below a certain cutoff of the effective theory as,
Here n (φ) is effective the number of towers of states that are becoming light, which we expect to increase monotonically dn/dφ ≥ 0 toward the weak coupling limit. The exponent b depends on mass gaps and other features of the towers and is in general different from a in (4). Let R denote the radius of the apparent horizon, as in the last section. We expect that the entropy S tower (N, R) coming from the towers of particles increases as the number N of the species increases. For large N and R, we parametrize the N and R dependence of the entropy as,
with some positive exponents γ and δ. When the universe is accelerating and an apparent horizon forms, the Bousso bound applied to S tower (N, R) gives,
As we take the weak coupling limit, N increases exponentially as (8) , and R should also change accordingly so that the bound is not violated. 7 Since light degrees of freedom dominate the Hilbert space in the weak coupling regime, we expect them to saturate the Bousso bound leading to,
The exponential behavior (8) of the number N of species combined with the inequality dn/dφ ≥ 0 implies the first condition (2) of the refined de Sitter conjecture with,
As we discussed in the previous section, the second condition (3) is prerequisite for the apparent horizon to exist. We note that the condition also evades the proposed counter-examples to the original de Sitter conjecture [10, 17, 23, 26, 45] since these are all based on maxima of potentials and can be checked to satisfy (3). More generally, we note that the maxima of any axion-type potentials, where V ∼ Λ 4 cos(φ/f ), satisfy,
where f is the axion decay constant. The weak gravity conjecture [85] states that f 1 for any controlled axion potential, in particular also for the QCD axion, and so 7 The Bousso bound generalizes the Bekenstein bound [89] , which sets an upper bound on the number of allowed states in a box with a given energy [90, 91] . The Bekenstein bound is satisfied with appropriate definitions of the energy and the entropy, and becomes saturated in the large N limit [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] . Similarly, we expect that the Bousso bound be saturated in the large N limit. 8 Note that δ < 2 since we assume the light tower of states dominates low energy states in the Hilbert space.
condition (3) is satisfied. 9 For non-axion scalar fields, we also note that the η-problem [102] implies that any maximum of an F -term based potential will generically satisfy (3). A violation would require some fine-tuned cancellations.
ENTROPY OF FREE PARTICLES
Though there is no known method to compute S tower (N, R) by enumerating all states in the Hilbert space of quantum gravity in an accelerating universe, we can count their subset when the low energy theory consists of N free particles. To justify neglecting gravitational interactions between the particles, we require that the system does not collapse into a black hole. We may regard the resulting entropy as a lower bound on S tower . Our counting of microstates essentially follows [103, 104] , which was used in the cosmological context in [105] .
Let us start with counting the number of states of a single free field with mass m in a box of size R, up to a maximum momentum k max . Since particle momenta are quantized in the unit of 1/R, the entropy and energy associated to the field are,
where
Let us assume for now that k max ≫ m. In order for such a configuration not to collapse into a black hole, we require that the Schwarzschild radius for the energy E N =1 is less that the box size, namely E N =1 R. Thus, the largest value k max can take is k max ∼ R −1/2 and correspondingly S N =1 ∼ R 3/2 . Though this could never account for the Bousso bound, which scales as R 2 , it may be possible with large N species of particles.
Indeed, it is a straightforward exercise of thermodynamics to generalize the above to N species of particles. To maximize the entropy, we can regard each species to be in a thermal bath of temperature T , common to all the species. The total entropy and energy for particles with masses less than T are then,
Particles with masses grater than T do not contribute significantly to the entropy and can be safely ignored.
Requiring that the system does not collapse to a black hole, the maximum energy one can consider is at E N ∼ R and therefore the entropy of the largest subspace we can consider while ignoring gravitational effects is,
9 While the effective axion decay constant can be enhanced with mechanisms such as alignment [98] , and with the weak gravity conjecture satisfied by additional spectator instantons [99] [100] [101] , these loopholes are not of concern for the QCD axion.
Note that this is N 1/4 times the result (14) for a single species, and γ = 1/4 and δ = 3/2 in the parametrization of (9). In the large N limit, S N can saturate the Bousso bound R 2 . Using (12), we find c = b. This, however, requires an extremely large number of species, N ∼ R 2 , with the minimum entropy assigned to each.
Since (16) is meant to be the lower bound on S tower (N, R), the exponents in (9) should be bounded as γ ≥ 1/4 and δ ≥ 3/2. Therefore,
Since (11) relates N ∼ R 2−δ γ , the number N species needed to saturate the Bousso bound should scale slower than R 2 in general.
COSMOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
While the de Sitter conjecture is not sensitive to the particular O(1) values of δ and γ, the phenomenology is. To give a brief overview of this dependence, we consider a tower which is evenly spaced, so the mass scale of the n th states is m n ∼ nm. For the cutoff scale Λ N , below which there are N states contributing to the entropy, we consider the range N − 1 2 < Λ N < 1. We therefore have states with a mass scale in the range
If our universe is in a weakly coupled regime, it would necessarily imply that the dark sector involves a tower of light states (see [106] for similar scenarios). Since the Hubble scale of our current universe is R ∼ 10 60 , taking the free particle values of δ = 3 2 and γ = 1 4 would give a phenomenologically unrealistic scenario. Thus, if the lower bound is saturated, our current universe would be in a strongly coupled regime. Taking different values, for example δ = 7 4 and γ = 1, would give N ∼ 10 15 and MeV < m < TeV. There would be time dependence for the mass of such a tower as the quintessence field evolves (see in particular a recent study of this [107] ). The strong dependence of the cosmology and phenomenology on the particular microstate counting scheme of the tower of states leads to a close interaction between microscopic physics and observations, and it would be interesting to develop it further.
RELATION TO WEAK GRAVITY CONJECTURE
While the analysis in this paper has been focused on the weakly coupled region, it is natural to speculate extension of the de Sitter conjecture to the entire parameter space of string theory. In this respect, it is interesting to point out a similarity between the de Sitter conjecture (1) and the scalar weak gravity conjecture proposed in [60] , which states that for each canonically normalized massless scalar field φ, there must exist a particle whose mass m(φ) satisfies |∂ φ m| > m.
The connection between the conjectures may arise by thinking about objects whose mass behaves like the scalar potential V (φ). For example, a space-filling three-brane would have a tension set by T = V (φ), and an analogous statement to the scalar weak gravity conjecture to the tension would lead to an equation of the form |∇T | T , which is of the type expected for the de Sitter conjecture. Furthermore, the second condition (3) could be interpreted in this context as the stability of objects predicted by the weak gravity conjecture. We leave a more detailed study of such potential connections for future work.
CONNECTION TO DINE-SEIBERG PROBLEM
In [70] , Dine and Seiberg argued that no nonsupersymmetric stable or metastable vacuum of string theory can be found at a parametrically weak string coupling point. Since no potential is generated when the string coupling constant g vanishes, if the potential is non-zero at small value of g, we can parametrize it as V = g n , where a positive power n depends on the first loop order with non-zero contributions to V . Since g is parametrized by the canonically normalized dilaton φ as g = e −φ , this give V (φ) ∼ e −nφ . Note that this satisfies the de Sitter conjecture |∇V | > c · V by taking 0 < c < n. It is possible that V vanishes to all orders in string perturbation theory, but that some nonperturbative effect generates it. In such a case, we can estimate V ∼ g n e −A/g k and the de Sitter conjecture is again satisfied, where n is determined by the first loop order with non-trivial contributions to V in the instanton background and k is an even or odd positive integer depending on whether the contribution comes from closed or open string instantons. The conclusion of [70] is that either our universe is rolling toward the weak string coupling, because the leading correction to V would have to suffice to give such a behavior at parametrically weak coupling, or it is stabilized at g ∼ O(1), which will be hard to establish or rule out. Our analysis has gone beyond their result in that, for the V > 0 case, we found a universal behavior of the potential in any long distance directions in the scalar field space.
With the relation discussed in this section in mind, it is important to make clear that our result is independent of the Dine-Seiberg argument, for which by-pass mechanisms have been proposed. We only rely on the assumptions that the distance conjecture holds and that we are in a sufficiently weakly-coupled regime that the light states dominate the Hilbert space. However, we would also like to emphasize that not having parametrically good control over couplings does not mean that no control is possible. Rather, we view our results as showing that establishing the validity or violation of the de Sitter conjecture will require careful studies of string theory vacua, quantifying corrections and sharpening estimate of errors in our existing techniques and developing more powerful tools. Given the importance of the dark energy problem, effort into this direction is well justified.
